
The headset's lenses are sensitive
and expensive. Only use the micro
fiber cloth that comes with the set
to clean if needed.

01
Do not use the headsets outside
or let the lenses contact directly
to the sunlight. 

02
All of Users have to fill in the
Liability Waivers that is available
on our website before using the
headsets.

03
Clear up your area before using
the headset for your own safety.
such as putting tables away

04
Take a break if the experience is
too intense or/and causing any
discomfort feeling or dizziness

05
1



Read and Understand the
instruction clearly before putting
on the headsets

06
Choose appropriate content. For
more info about games, go to our
website -> library and click on the
game trailer

07
Parent/guardian must present at
all time while the child/minor
using VR.

08
Do not change any default setup.
Changes will result in
unexpected experience and
damages to the software.

09
Got question? Chat with us on our
website via the chat icon in the
corner of the screen

10
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Charging
port

Volume Focus
Adjustment

Power
Button

Headset
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Headset

4

A full charge can be used for 2 hrs of
playing. It takes about 2 hrs to give the
headset a full charge

Do not use the headset while charging

Don't take the headset away the play
area / guardian system (p.5) while playing
or taking a break. The headset will lose
tracking and forget the play area that you
already set up

In your play session, you can take a break
and simply put down the headset in the
play area. The headset will memorize the
play area, so after taking a break you can
jump right back in where you left off



Right Controller

Grip: Grab / Equip / Make A

Fist

A: Select

B: Go Back

Home / Menu / System

Trigger: Select / Shoot

Tilt: Change / Move,      Click: Select

Grip: Grab / Equip / Make A

Fist

Trigger: Select / Shoot

Y: Go Back

Tilt: Change / Move,         Click: Select

X: Select

Pause

Left Controller

Controlers
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Guardian System

Guardian System is the virtual wall that
keeps you inside the safe play area

You can switch between Stationary (A
small Circle Play Area) to Room-Scale (A
Bigger Play Area)

Make sure to clear you Play Area for
Safety and keep others and pets away
while playing VR
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Access
Setting

Connect to Your Wifi

Connecting to Wifi

7

Do not change any other setting or you
might cause serious issue/damage with
the software and the headset



#1 Tutorial

#2 Tutorial

All Games

Navigate -> Library
to access games

Tutorial
Apps
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HOW TO PUT ON HEADSET

The bottom
strap of your

headset
should cradle

the base of
your head. 9



Fasten side straps first to secure headset
in place before adjusting the top strap.

HOW TO ADJUST STRAP
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ADJUST FOR CLEAR IMAGE

Slightly tilting or repositioning the
headset against your face

The slider on the bottom left adjusts focus. The
buttons on the bottom right control volume. 11



ATTACH AND TIGHTEN FIRST
CONTROLLER, THEN SECOND

Slide the lock to tighten first strap,
then attach and tighten second strap.
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PUT ON HEADSET WITH
ON-HAND CONTROLLER

REMEMBER: The bottom headset strap
should cradle the base of your head. 13



HOW TO TAKE OFF THE
HEADSET

To remove head set, lift up
holding sides with two hands.
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Setting Up - 1

Follow the
instruction to put
on the headset +
controlers

Press and Hold the
Power Button to

turn on the headset

Follow the
Instruction inside
the headset to set
up the play area/

gaurdian system
(p.5)

01

02

03

04

05

Go to Library ->

Tutorial -> Focus to

adjust the headset

focus for best

resolution (p.7)

Go to Setting -> Wifi
to connect with your
home internet (p.6)
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Setting Up - 2

Go to Library ->

Tutorial -> First
Steps to learn
about all other
things (p.7)

Games will be
under Library ->

Apps
Or Library ->

Unknow Sources

Press and hold the
home button on the
right controller to
exit out a game

06

07

08

09

10

Turn off the headset

by press and hold

the power button

for 10 seconds

Put the headset to
sleep mode by

pressing the power
button once
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1. Elven Assassin (4 players can
do co-op or PvP)
- Go to Library -> Apps -> Elven Assasin
- 1 player create a multiplayer room with a
password
- Others join the room with the same serve
under RezBlueArena

2. Arisona Sunshine (4 players
co-op)
- Go to Library -> Apps -> Arizona Sunshine
- 1 player create a multiplayer room with
password under the Horde Mode
- Others join the RezBlueArena room with the
password in the corner of the screen

Recommended

Multiplayer
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Trouble Shooting
Re-calibrate player height and screen

position. The best place to start your game

is the center of your play area. Press and

hold the home button on the right

controller twice to reset the center.

I don't see the navigation bar to access the

library when I am in the lobby. Press the

Home button on the right controller once

and release it to bring back the navigation

bar.

In-game navigator. How to bring up the

game menu when you're playing a

game.Press the Home button on the Left

Controller once and release it to bring up

the in-game navigator. With the in-game

navigator, you can go to the game menu to

change modes, game settings, and many

other options.
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Trouble Shooting
I don't see the controllers when I get back

to the game or while I am playing the game.

First, check the battery of the controllers.

Press the buttons on the controllers to see if

the light indicator on the controller can be

on and the headset can pick up the signal.

If not seeing the light indicator on the

controllers, please replace it with an AA

battery.Second, if seeing the light indicator

while the headset still doesn't recognize

the controllers, please reset the headset by

the press and hold down the power button

for 5-7 seconds.
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Trouble Shooting
Lost Tracking. Make sure not to bring the

headset out of the play area until you turn it

off completely. While taking a break, just

take the headset off your head. Then put it

down in the play area until you come

back.To solve this issue, reset the headset

by the press and hold down the power

button for 5-7 seconds. Then wait for a

couple of minutes before you re-start the

headset by pressing and holding down the

power button one more time in about 3

seconds.
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